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By Mr. Ruane of Salem (by request), a petition of John Beresford
Hatch relative to facilitating and expediting the transfer and transport
of seventeenth century Salem witchcraft trial records and related
matters from public domain at the Essex County Superior Court in
Salem to a private domain in the Essex Institute at Salem. The
Judiciary.

Commontocaltt of iHaggacfjuSettS

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Eight

RESOLVE TO FACILITATE AND EXPEDITE, IN LEGAL MANNER, ANY
“TRANSFER AND TRANSPORT” OF SEVENTEENTH CENTURY SALEM

WITCHCRAFT COURT TRIAL RECORDS AND RELATED MATTER FROM
“PUBLIC DOMAIN” AT ESSEX COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT IN SALEM TO
“PRIVATE DOMAIN” IN THE ESSEX INSTITUTE AT SALEM.

1 Whereas, lawful, “transfer and transport” of 17th Century
2 Salem Witch Court trial records and related matter from “public
3 domain” to “private domain”, for whatever purpose, would seem
4 to require not only the legislative consent of the Massachusetts
5 Commonwealth General Court, but also an acquiescence, or
5 “waiver” of claimed ownership rights, of the British Crown
7 Government, original and possibly continuing “title” holder; and,
g Whereas, before any legal “transfer and transport” action can be
9 taken with respect to said documents and related matter, enabling

10 legislation must be enacted and implemented by the Massachusetts
11 Commonwealth General Court, which presently exercises
12 “jurisdiction” through custodial supervision ofall “court” records;
13 but,
14 Whereas, ownership “title” to the original 17th Century Salem
15 Witchcraft Court trial records and related matter must be
16 presumed as still “vested” in the British Crown Government, there
17 being no clear or credible evidence otherwise to the contrary; and,
18 Whereas, for this reason, among others, it would be unseemly, if
19 not illegal, for the Massachusetts Commonwealth unilaterally to
20 issue a “transfer and transport” authorization on “materials” it
21 may not own, and cannot show “title” thereto; and,
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22 Whereas, since unilateral legislative action by the Massachusetts
23 Commonwealth General Court, without British Crown Govern-
-24 ment cooperation, might appear to compound one error by adding
25 another, such as voting “transfer and transport” authority without
26 “clearing title” to the property involved; and.
27 Whereas, many distinguished historians and scholars, national
28 and international, have long contended that the late 17th Century
29 Salem Witchcraft Trials were travesties of law and justice, larded
30 with illegality and inhumanity, some culminating in “judicial
31 murder most foul”; and,
32 Whereas, under these circumstances, it would appear to
33 behoove both the Massachusetts Commonwealth and the British
34 Crown to cooperate in righting the wrongs and clarifying history
35 on the point; and,
36 Therefore, Be It Resolved, by the Senate and House of the
37 Massachusetts Commonwealth General Court, in legal session
38 assembled, that the Massachusetts Commonwealth approach the
39 British Crown Government to make feasible a legal “transfer and
40 transport” of historic Salem Witchcraft Court trial records and
41 related matter from “public domain” to “private domain” for its
42 better preservation and security; and.
43 Further, Be It Resolved, time being of the essence to preserve
44 these ancient papers and documents, that the British Crown
45 Government be prevailed upon for forthwith response and action,
46 either by consenting to “transfer and transport”, or by “waiver of
47 rights”, or by disclaimer and denial of “title”, or otherwise; and,
48 Further, Be It Resolved, upon British Crown Government
49 assent, acquiescence, disclaimer, denial, or lack of reasonably
50 prompt response, any and all legislation enacted by the
51 Massachusetts Commonwealth General Court, pursuant to this
52 Resolution, shall be deemed entirely legal, and shall become
53 immediately operative, in full force and effect forthwith.
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